June 28, 2017

Dear Members and Alternate Members of the Board,

As civil society organizations actively engaged with the Green Climate Fund, we are writing with concerns about the Board’s approach to adaptation, especially in light of its recent inability to reach consensus to approve two funding proposals meant to build resilience to the adverse impacts of climate change in Least Developed Countries. It is widely understood among development and adaptation practitioners that legitimate adaptation measures fall along a continuum, with interventions ranging from those that address the underlying vulnerabilities to the impacts of climate change through to those that directly confront climate impacts.¹ We expect that all Board members would share these widely-held understandings. While some on the Board have opined over which activities represent “development” versus which represent “adaptation,” in practice, this distinction is largely artificial. Many adaptation efforts invariably overlap with traditional development initiatives. **Vulnerability to climate change impacts is highly correlated with development deficits and the capacity of people to build resilience.** At the GCF, adaptation funding must be used to address and reduce these underlying causes of vulnerability to climate change, in addition to more obvious physical impacts. Adaptation funding at its best should be transformational, in line with the GCF mandate, and as such must go well beyond addressing the most immediate climate-related impacts.

To date, the full Board has been more comfortable approving proposals geared toward technological approaches to adaptation that seem more easily quantifiable and clear-cut, like early warning systems and climate-proofing or building new physical infrastructure. However, for adaptation financing to be comprehensive in its reach, effective, and sustainable, it must also include activities that decrease human vulnerability and increase adaptive capacity. **Adaptation activities that make individuals, households, communities, and ultimately entire countries more resilient to climate shocks and other negative impacts of climate change will frequently look similar to development activities, as they remain intertwined with each other.** For example, if a person’s livelihood is vulnerable to climate impacts because their income is largely derived from a source negatively affected by climate change, then working to diversify that individual’s source of income will help to make their livelihood more climate resilient. A range of “development activities” may constitute appropriate adaptation interventions, including, for example, livelihood diversification, improving women’s rights and access to resources, education and public health initiatives, enhancing food security, as well as other interventions that target socioeconomic conditions; building human and institutional capacity; and communication and community-led participatory planning processes.

The Board’s impasse on the Bangladeshi and Ethiopian proposals highlights the need for better guidance for adaptation project proponents. Climate change adaptation is very localized and context-specific; it is an evolving science without hard and fast rules. **Ultimately, what qualifies an activity as an “adaptation activity” is not the activity in and of itself, but the analysis of vulnerabilities exacerbated by climate change, capacities and impacts, and an explicit intention to address the climate context -- all of which together lead to the choice of a particular intervention.** The case to be made for an activity to qualify as adaptation often comes in asking project proponents to define adaptive capacity or climate resilience

---

¹ See, for example, the widely cited 2007 World Resources Institute report, “Weathering the Storm, Options for Framing Adaptation and Development,” in particular its *continuum of adaptation activities: from development to climate change,* which includes “(1) addressing drivers of vulnerability, (2) building response capacity, (3) managing climate risk, (4) confronting climate change.”
and then to describe how the proposed activities would contribute to such resilience or adaptive capacity. The Board’s guidance should recognize the process-oriented nature of what qualifies as adaptation financing and should require adaptation project proponents to provide an explicit theory of change to connect the proposed activities to enhanced resilience. Further, the GCF should ensure that the Secretariat and Independent Technical Advisory Panel can draw upon the requisite expertise and experiences of other Funds (e.g., Adaptation Fund, Global Environment Facility, Least Developed Countries Fund) and adaptation practitioners for the assessment of adaptation proposals.

Communities and countries with the least capacity and, arguably, the greatest need for scarce climate finance often most require multilateral investment in addressing sources of vulnerability to climate change. Addressing this underlying vulnerability holistically, “in the context of sustainable development” as required by the Fund’s Governing Instrument, is an extremely important role for the GCF in the global climate finance landscape, especially given its target of allocating 50% of its funds to adaptation, with 50% of that amount reserved for the most vulnerable. This also suggests that rather than looking at one-off adaptation projects (e.g. for infrastructure), GCF adaptation support should follow programmatic approaches, including through direct and enhanced direct access. Where the GCF invests in decreasing vulnerability, it should be willing to go beyond a narrow focus on incremental cost financing to fund the agreed full cost of the intervention that leads to enhanced climate resilience.

Finally, the attempt to create a false binary between development and adaptation undermines trust and credibility both inside and outside the board room, and is counter to the GCF’s guiding principles. It also stings with irony. Many of the same developed countries splitting hairs over what qualifies as adaptation at the GCF represent governments that at the UNFCCC count questionable development finance activities as part of their bilateral contribution to climate finance.

For the GCF to fulfill its mission, the needs of the most vulnerable must be at the core of the institution’s work. This cannot appropriately occur until the full Board recognizes and operationalizes a holistic approach to adaptation. We urge you to do so expeditiously and thank you for your consideration of this urgent matter.
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